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Communication Challenges

and MoreSkills

 

  

r | This second communication lesson looks at challenges to good communication

 

and addsto participants’ communication skills toolkit. Participants have the

opportunity to identify communication patterns experienced in their families. They

are encouraged to examinethese patterns and decide whatto keep, leave behind,

or workto changefor their ownlives. Participants will learn the do’s and don’ts for

effective complaining andraising of issues. They will practice the WWA formula (What,

Where or When, Affect) for voicing complaints, and then throughrole-plays learn  how to employa gentle start for raising issues. The second section focuses on how to

recognize and handle hiddenissues that often lie below everyday arguments. Next, a

simple problem-solving model will be taught and practiced. Youth will be reminded

of the importanceof taking care of relationships with daily appreciations.It is a lot |

easier to hear complaints and address problems with someone whoyou knowbasically

appreciates you. The lesson ends with a brief review game. |

e Examine the communication patterns one experienced growing up.

 

¢ Demonstrate good communication skills by using the WWA formulato raise

complaints and issues.

e Analyze hiddenissues that often underlie ongoing conflict. |

+ Practice a simple problem-solving model.
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Lesson 10

  

Lesson at a Glance

10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

10.5 

Communication Patterns Learned in Family (7 minutes)

Activity: What to Take, What to Change

Complain andRaise Issues Effectively (15-20 minutes)

Activities: Skills Practice I; Skills Practice II; Skills Practice III

HiddenIssues: What Pushes Your Button? (15 minutes)

Activities: Video: Hidden Issues; My Hidden Issues

A Problem-Solving Model (7 minutes)

Activity: Problem-Solving in Action

A Brief Review (5 minutes)

Activity: Communication Skills Match

Trusted Adult Connection

Materials Checklist

 
 
A

Materials:

e Lesson 10 PowerPointslideshowis a digital download that comes with the curriculum.

Easy-to-follow downloaddirectionsare found at Dibblelnstitute.org /LN4.

e Video Clip: Hidden Issues is embedded within the PowerPointslides.

Workbook Applications:

* Communication Patterns—What to Take, What to Change (pgs. 44-45)

e Gripes and Complaints—Be Heard, Not Ignored (pg. 46)

+ Arguments— What's Really Going On? (pg. 47)

| * My Hidden Issues (pg. 48)
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Resources: |

10a. Avoid Negative Starts: Be Gentle (pgs. 236-237) (Duplicate, one per group.)

10b. Problem-Solving Model (pg. 238) (optional handout)

Preparation

 

/ Preview the PowerPoint slideshow while preparinglesson.

/ Preview the video clip, Hidden Issues, embedded within theslides.

Y Duplicate Resource 10a, Avoid Negative Starts: Be Gentle (pgs. 236-237), one per

group. Decide if you will assign one to each group or save time by having the whole group work on one collectively. Optional: duplicate Problem-Solving Model

(Resource 10b, pg. 238).
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| _ © Workbook: Communication Patterns—
Whatto Take, What to Change (pg. 44-45)

SECTION 10.1 | minutes

Communication |

Patterns Learned in Family

  Announcethat today they are going to add a couple moreskills

| to their toolkit. But first, they will examine the communication

patterns they experienced growing up.(PP)

 

+ o Lesson 10
% So much ofwhat we learn about communication comes from what Communication Challenges & More Skills

re

 

| we experienced and observed growing up.

+

%* Those patterns we experienced in ourfamily can influence how weact today whether we are+

aware of it or not.

+
+

|

|
|

| %* Without a conscious examination of the patterns we experienced growing up, we have a

| tendency to repeat the same patterns we grew up with. Or, we tendto reactin totally

opposite ways. Both could be problematic. Here’s a couple ofexamples:

| * Example: Ifyou hadlots offighting and screaming in your home, you might repeatthose

| patterns. Or, you might reactby stuffing yourfeelings inside and keeping the peaceatall

costs. This could put you in a badsituation ifyou don’t speak up against disrespectful or

even abusive behavior.

%* Example:Ifyou experienced a rigid, dictator-like parent growing up, you might repeat

that and be very rigid and bossy in yourrelationships. |
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%* As we mentioned, we are influenced by the patterns ofcommunication we experienced in

our families.

%* It is importantto look at yourfamily’s patterns ofcommunications and decide which

were positive, which were negative, and which patterns you wantto take into yourfuture

| relationships.

%* How do yourfamily members talk to each other? How dothey talk when there are disagreements?

_  %* How are feelings expressed in yourfamily? Or how are decisions made?   
** Asking these kinds of questions —doingthis kind of examination—gives you powerto

decide and work toward the patterns you wantfor your future.

+ You can't change things ifyou aren't aware ofwhat you want to change.

(PP) Instruct teens to open their workbook to pg. 44 and read the

directions aloud. Note that the options may not perfectly describe Examine the Patterns You

what they experienced, but they should check the ones that come Experienced Growing Up

the closest. If they lived with different families, focus on the
What do you wantto be the same?

Whatdo you wantto bedifferent?patterns experienced the most. Check the boxes. Be sureto tell

 

them tofill in the shaded box on pg.45.

 

Conclude:

+ As you get romantically involved with someone,it's important to learn about each other's

family communication patterns.Laterin life, ifyou decide to marry andstart a family,it is

really important.

+ By becoming aware, you can decide the patterns you want to work on and establish for your

| life, and later yourfamily life.
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+ Resource 10a: Avoid Negative Starts: Be

SECTION 10.2 Gentle (pgs. 236-237)
+ Workbook: Gripes and Complaints—Be

Complain and Raise Heard, NotIgnored (pg. 46)
« Video: Hidden Issues

Issues Effectively Senne
 

 

| State thatall people in relationships of any type can have issues or un Howfocompaain
eard, Not ignored.

complaints with those they are close to. In this section we’ll learn

how to raise issues or complaints in ways people can hear you. (PP) R- e

 

Ask participants to jot down a gripe,irritation, or complaint they

have had recently with someone. Then ask:

What do you typically want when you are complaining to someone? We usually want someone

to stop doing something, start doing something, to listen to us, or to change something.

Have you noticed they usually don’t stop or startor listen or change? 
| The reason for this is that most of us have never learned how to complain effectively.
|

|

One of the best things you can dofor a relationship is to learn how to complain more effectively.

This is a very simple skill with amazing results!

Ineffective Ways to Complain

 

 

 
 

(PP) Go over the most common, butineffective, ways to complain. Bad Ways to Complain
|

+ Mind reading

|
+ Name-calling

Mindreading—assumes that you know what the other person is * Yowstways, you newer
© Blaming

 

thinking, what he or she intended, or why he or she did something. + Kitchen-sinking
« Cross-complaining

e “You don’t care about my feelings.” Or “You made me wait because

you are mad about what I said to you yesterday.”
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° It is important to say what you think andfeel, not what you think the other person thinks |

andfeels. Instead of “You don’t care about my feelings,” say, “Ifeel ignored andlike I’m

unimportant to you.”

Name-calling—happens when you attack someone’s character, instead offocusing on a specific

behavior that bugs you.

° “You're so irresponsible.”

° When name-calling, you are making a comment about a person's character, not a specific 
behavior. Say instead, “I’m really upset you didn’t pick up your sisterfrom school today.”

You Always, You Never—an overgeneralization

* “You never do anything I ask.” Or, “You always take her side.”

° Itis commonforall of us to start our complaints this way; but, no one always does any-

thing or never does something. Andthis is why the other person will almost always say,

| “No I don't!”  
Blaming—is usually done with an angry intent to hurt another person.

e “IES all yourfault that this happened.” |

° The problem with blaming is that the other person is nearly guaranteed to react defensively, |

which doesn’t solve the problem.

Kitchen Sinking—is when you start with one complaint and then throw in another, and

another, and another, ultimately overwhelming the person. |

Cross-Complaining—is when one person starts complaining and then the other person says,

“Yeah, but what about when you did such and such....”

A BetterWay to Complain:WWA
 

 

Effective Complaining

(PP) Present the WWAformula, a better way to complain: A Better Way—WWA
> Wo: WhHar HAPPENED? Focus on the specific behavior

that bothers you.

W: What happened? Focus on the specific behavior that bothers you. + Ws Where on WEN? Focus on last time it happened,
Avoid “you always...; you never...”

+ A: Explain how it AFFECTED you, made you feel,+ . . .
2 Byfocusing on what happened, you can avoid name-calling or orwhy it bugs, upsets you, or makes you mad.

attacking the person’s character.
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Skills Practice I: Identify the W, W, and A

mn Lesson10 224

 

W: When or Where it happened? Focus on the last time it occurred.

+ Usea specific time or place to avoid the “you always/you never.”

A: How it Affected you— State how it affected you, why it bothers you, or how you felt

aboutit. (For example, “I am mad because when you ignored my comments, it made mefeel

stupid and little...”)

e Speakfor yourselfand give information about how the behavior affects you.

The objective is to think about the What(specific behavior), the When or Where(it happened

last), and to state How it Affected You.

Emphasize to participants that a complaint is an opportunity for one person tolet

another person know how and why something affects or bothers you.

(PP) Ask the group to identify the parts (W, W, and A)in the Identify the W, W, & A

examples in the slides. nn youdidn’t show upyesterday at school like you

promised you would,| felt betrayed because | trusted you.
ve gone wre extra mile to keep you fram getting

+ .
. suspended.

%* Example A: “When you didn't show up yesterday at schoollike a

you promised you would, Ifelt betrayed becauseI trusted you.I’ve aee
. . , Compare with ineffective way:

gone the extra mile to keep you from getting suspended.” Thereougogaahtoneehong o.

N

 

 

 

Key: What—didn't show up; When or Where—yesterday at school; and Howit

Affected You —I felt betrayed because I trusted you.

** Ask them to compare that complaint with the exampleof an ineffective way of

complaining: “There you go again, always late or never showing up. I should have known.

You're so irresponsible.”

different last weekend,Ifelt uncared for. I really miss doing thefun things we used to do.”
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%* (PP) Example B: “When you brushed off my suggestion we go out and do something fun andP y Y SUBS 8 8



 

| Key: What— brushed offmy suggestion, When —last weekend, and Howit Affected |

You—!felt uncaredfor and I miss doing things with you.

e Again, ask the group to compare that complaint with this example of an ineffective

way of complaining: “You never want to do anything. You don't care about me.”

Skills Practice Il: Good or Bad Complaint?  

 

 

(PP) Ask students to identify if the statements are basically good Complaints:Is it good or bad?

complaints or not good as you advance theslide for each statement. 1. wnenyoudont ask aboutmy opinion, but just
lecture me,! feellike my thoughts don’t matter.

. You're so lazy!

. I’m upset you didn’t take the garbage out again this
week.Also encourage them to say whyit is good or whattype of

. Last night | felt awful when you said | wasn’t smart
enough to win that game.

ineffective complaintit is. Ask them how they wouldreact if Von dont care at all about ene

| someonesaid this to them.

Answers to the complaint examples:

 

Good—have them identify the WWA

Bad—name-calling

Good—havethem identify the WWA

Good—havethem identify the WWA

Bad—mindreadingW
o
e
O
N

MH

|(PP) Answersto the complaint examples:
Complaints:Is it good or bad?

6. You don’t really want to keep your job, do you?

7. You're always covering up your feelings. I hateit 6. Bad—mindreading that you nevertalk.

. hen lled last night and sai weren‘

7. Bad—you always/you never & mindreading ‘ Songajeessesways do

8. Good and Bad—whatis good and whatis bad (the “you Seeeee
1G. Yeah but... how do you think| feel when | always

pay for dinner?always” statement)

 

9. Bad—you always & mindreading & name-calling

10. Bad—cross-complaining
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Skills Practice Ill: Avoiding Negative Starts—Be Gentle

 

 

     

  

Avoiding Negative Starts

À

| | .

| |

| + How you raise an

| issue says a lot about

| how things will go.
I

t, ‘ }

|

Pass out Avoid Negative Starts: Be Gentle (Resource 10a, pgs. 236-237). Divide into six

(PP) Point out that how youstart whenraising an issue really

 

    
  

matters. If a person starts out negative and harsh, the other person Practicing Gentle

Starts - group activity

tends to turn off or turn defensive.

Research has shownthat arguments typically end on the same

tone in which they begin.If you start negatively and harsh,it will

probably end that way.

groups and assign each group oneofthe situations.

° Read the situation and then the harshstart. Work together to come up with a

gentler way to raise the issue or state the complaint. Try to incorporate some WWA. 
Ask for volunteers to read their gentler start/gentler complaint. Invite the group to

improve in any way.

Note: Alternately, to save time, pick onefor the entire group to work on (read aloud)

and collectively come up with a gentlerstart.

|
WorkbookApplication

|
  

(PP) Ask students to turn to workbook pg. 46, Gripes and Gripes and
Complaints

Complaints— Be Heard, Not Ignored.

Assign as homework. Theyare to take a couple of complaints and

improve them using the WWA.

 

Also, have them note that they are asked to take an appreciation

and phrase it with a WWA.Weoftenforget to verbalize or show our appreciation

to those wecare about. Wealllike to feel appreciated. And,it's a lot easier to hear complaints from someoneif we know they fundamentally appreciate us. Being more

| descriptive about what we appreciate is far more meaningfulto the other person.
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Example: When you left your practice early to see yourlittle sister’s play, that meant so much to

her. You are really thoughtful.

A Review & Transition to Hidden Issues

 

Announce youare going to play a short clip of a couple having an argument(Hidden

Issues). Their argument will be used to review everything in Lessons 9 and 10 thusfar.It

also serves as an example of Hidden Issues, which will be the topic of the next section.

Before you play the video clip, ask the group to keep tally (chit marks)of all the

negative interactions they hear as they watch the argument.   
| Remind them of what to watch for by writing on the board the Video clip: Review

following, or use the PowerPoint slide: (PP) « 4 DangerSigns: * Bad ways of complaining:
{Find Examples) (Find Examples)

—  Escalation — Mind reading

— Put downs/Invalidation — Name-calling
. . . — “Yau aiways...; yau never...”° The Four Danger Signs:escalation, put-downs, avoidance / NegativeBelt or nn

: : : . voidance/Withdrawal — Ktchen-sinkingwithdrawal, and negative interpretations. seer cross-Complaining

 

_ * Bad Ways of Complaining: mindreading, blaming, “you

| always /you never,” name-calling, kitchen-sinking, and cross-complaining.

(PP) Show the video clip embedded in the PowerPoint slide now. Whenfinished, ask

how manynegative interactions they saw and for the examples.

Note: This argumentwill be referredto in the next section, Hidden Issues: What Pushes

Your Button?
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SECTION10.3 |» Workbook: Arguments—What's Really

Going On? (pg. 47)
Hidden Issues: What * Workbook: My Hidden Issues (pg. 48)

Pushes Your Button? "= er

(PP) Argument Starters |

Manyofour arguments start over something small—something happens or someone says or does

something and it pushes our button and sets usoff.

Even though the argumentstarts over something small, under the surface there's stuff that’s

been bugging us, but which we haven't been talking about.

In the clip you just watched, think about whatset off that argument that got pretty heated and nasty.

 Do you think Elizabeth and Jimmy had bigger issues beside the fact that the baby-sitter was sick

and couldn’t come? Pause andlisten.

What starts the argumentis an event—those day-to-day happenings —like the babysitter not

showing up. Its sets off a big argument because underthe surface they have issues or problems

they haven't been dealing with.

à

(PP) It’s like this image. The mountain on the surface looks normal and

calm. But under that calm looking surface there’s the pressureofheat and A
‘ = looks

lava building up. Think about the kinds of things you get into arguments SR m

about with your parents, friends, partner, siblings, your teachers, or boss Mes under
the

at work. What pushes your buttons? : surface;

Here's the deal: when you have issues or problemsyou haven't been

dealing with and talking aboutdirectly, frustration and pressure build

up. Maybe you have issues andconflicts, like jealousy, aboutother

friends, alcohol, drugs, or sex.

(PP) It won't take much for some event (a day-to-day happening or

something someone says) to trigger an eruption—a big argument.  
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So the problem orissue is dealt with moreas a pocket offrustration and anger. And they never |

make any progress onreally solving their problems.

Remember, angry brains aren’t smart brains! You're operating in yourreactive, lower brain and

the argument goes nowhere except spewing hot words.

| (PP) Many people have problemsorissues with those they are close to and which they haven't

really discussedor resolved. They seem to only talk about it when some event pushes their

button. It erupts and they argue unproductively, like Jimmy and Elizabeth. 
|

(PP) Sometimes the issue or problem is much deeper. When two people keep

arguing about the same thing, or when some small eventsets offa whopper

argument, it's typically a sign that whatis at stake is something much

deeperthat they really need to talk about. We call these hiddenissues.

 

Hiddenissuesarereally about needs and sensitive stuff. It’s sortoflike

skin. The argumentis like the pimple on the surface. It may go away. Butif

| you scratch at a pimple over and over you could eventually get a scar. Hidden issuesare like a scar

or wound. It might seem likea littlefight on the surface, but it cuts deeper and is moreserious.

Weall have our hidden issues.... Sometimes they are hidden from the people we interact with

and sometimes they are hidden evenfrom ourselves. Listen to this list of issues and see ifyou

| recognize some ofyour hiddenissues.

(PP) Some of the most commonhiddenissues:

| 1. Power and Control: Whose needs and concernsare important, and whois in |

| charge? Is your opinion valued? Are decisions made without you? Do you feel |

controlled or treated with equality?

2. Caring and Love:This is about feeling cared for and loved. Do you feel used or

taken for granted? Do you wonderif someonecares or loves you?
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3. Recognized/Appreciated: This is about feeling appreciated and recognized

for what you do. Do you feel people you care about, notice, and value your

accomplishments?

4. Integrity: This hiddenissueis triggered when you feel challenged about how you

see yourself. Have you ever noticed how upset you get when someone questions

your intent or motives? When someonefalsely accuses you? 
| 5. Respect: Do you feel you are respected? Respect is shown in how otherstreat

you, talk to you, and value your opinion, contribution, and efforts. Do youfeel

disrespected or discriminated against?

6. Trust: This is abouta feeling that you can count on someone; you can rely on

someone to comethrough.It’s important to feel that those we care about have our

| best interest in mind and will not betray us.

7. Commitment: This issue is about long-term security.Is this person goingto be

there next week, next month,or for a lifetime? Is he or she in your corner? Oris the

commitment one-sided?  
| 8. Acceptance: We all have a deep need to find acceptance and avoidrejection. In |

addition, what weyearnforis the acceptance of our authentic, genuine selves— | being accepted for who wereally are. We want to feel totally comfortable in being

ourselves around those weare in relationships with.

Then point out:

«e Ifyou get in the same fight over and over andit never seemsto get resolved, think about

what the hidden issue may be for you. People tend to argue over and over about events on

the surface when there are really deeper issues underneaththat needto betalked about. 
Askparticipants to open their workbooksto pg. 47.  
+ Let's lookat this example.
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+ This girl is angry that she saw her boyfriend talking to another girl. “I saw you talking to

| Sabrina.... I bet you're cheating on me!” That is the event.

++ But they have issues under the surface. This couple has jealousy issues. They haven't really

| defined the relationship nor talked about their expectations for the relationship.

+ What might be the hidden issue here?

Ask participantsto identify some possible hidden issue and indicate why they think   that (trust, love, caring, commitment... all are good answers).

Tips to Handle Arguments

. Express your frustration about the event, but quickly(PP) Go overthe tips on the slide for ways to handle eventsthat take atime outrather than have an escalating
unproductive argument while you're angry.

trigger arguments. . Set a time to talk aboutit after you calm down. Use the

WorkbookApplication

. Ask yourselfif there are any hidden issues. 

 

(PP) Ask students to turn to pg. 48, My Hidden Issues, in the workbook. |

|

| This exercise in your workbook will help you identify which hidden

_ issues tend to come up most for you.

Spending some time thinking about these hidden issues and what they

 

means to you can help you talk about them later with the other person.

 

Allow a few minutesfor them tofill in or assign as homework.

Conclude with this message:

e Using the Speaker Listener Technique to talk about sensitive issues, hidden issues, creates

safety to really talk and share.
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SECTION 10.4
7 minutes

A Problem-Solving Model
  

Participants learn a simple problem-solving model and gain practice usingit. 
Presentation of the Model  

 

 

 

|

(PP) One last communication skill we want participantsto learn Problem-Solving Model

is problem-solving with anotherperson: the Problem-Solving Model. EEE
1. Brainstorm possible solutions. A

Write them down!

All people have problems — big ones and small ones — with those they maronitomaasoteron. DB

love, live with, or work with. Bestfriends have problems, happy couples 39 follaneun—is irwarking?

have problems. Good news! There is a simple tool you can use when

 

trying to deal with these problems.

As you see in this model, you first need to understand each other’s concern or perspective.

When two people really understand what and why something is a problem, they can better work |

together to solve it. This is a time to take turns using the Speaker Listener Technique. Once you

| understand each other's view, then you move into thefollowing steps.
|
 

, . . , Solve the Problem!
(PP) Let's solve a real problem using this model. Here's the problem. Here's the Problem:

. , . , . You and your partner are approaching your ane year anniversary and

Yourfirst anniversary is approaching and you want to do something _ffetusenttodosomethingricto celebrateutouspartnerha
you. What yourpartner hasn’t told you is his mom lost her job and

he's giving anything extra he makes to heip his farnity.nice to celebrate, but your partner hasn't mentioned anything. You

wonder ifyour partner really cares about you. What your partner hasn't

told youis that his mom haslosther job and he’s giving anything extra

 

 he makesto help thefamily.
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Activity: Problem-Solving in Action

 

Spend five minutes as a group going throughthesteps.

First have a discussion: Ask for two volunteers to role-play a discussion between our

two partners.

+ You each must honestly and sensitively say what is bothering each ofyou, what you are  wondering about, and what you'd like. The goalis for each to understandthe other.

% You will use the Speaker Listener Technique androle playfor the class.

+ Getton place where you both understand.

Give an applause after they role-play the discussion.

State they are ready now to move into the brainstorming part. The whole class will

partake in throwing out ideas.

1. Brainstorm onall possible solutions... one of the facilitators writes them on the flip

chart. Remind students that there are no bad ideas.

+ In real life problem-solving, it is important to get a piece ofpaper and write downall

the solutions each ofyou can think of. Dothis value-free. No judgements. Get as many ideas on the table as possible. And remember, neither of them has much money! So you

have to get creative.

2. Begin processof elimination: Eliminate ideas that won’t work until you get a few

good ones and then compromiseif need be and agree on the solution.

** Divide into twosides, representing each of the partners, and work through thelist,

eliminating ones each of them maynot like and then combining some until you agree

on something you both like.
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3. Follow upat some point in time and makesure the solution is working.In reallife,

adjusting.
 

\
|
|

we sometimeshaveto try out our solutions and see how they work. They may need

 

  
    

  

 

  

     
  

5 minutes

SECTION10.5
o o oe

A Brief Review
, , Skills to Reduce, Stop and Exit Negative Interactions

(PP) Why do you think we’ve spent the last two lessonstalking about + te avate of 4 DangerSins

communication? ueignen E
when talkingis difficult

+ Use WWA to Complain
Effectively & Raise Issues Gently

It is thefoundation ofany healthy, productive, successful, and mutually | - artecomaden
Issues under arguments.

* Use the Problem-Solving Modelsatisfying relationship. The skills you have learned can be used

effectively evenifyou are the only one in the relationship who knows

how to use them!

Why? Because we tend to treat people like how they treat us, so any positive change in how you |

talk and interact with someoneis likely to spark a change in how they talk and interact with you.

IQuickly review the skills and ask the groupif they can imagine usingthese skills in

their relationships.

 

(PP) Communication Skills Match Communication Skills Match

A. Yourfeelings were hurt by

their actions or behaviors.

. . , . . B. You keep having the same

We havelearned several skills for communicating effectively in ARrio
C.Yau both have difficulty

. . . . . . . . communicating aboutfacts

relationships. Can youidentify whichskill you usefor which scenario? orfelngs
D. You both agree you need to

work on anissue.

. Use Time Outs

. Use WWA

. Lookfor Hidden Issues

. Use SpeakerListener Technique

n
>»

w
o
n
»

p

. Use Problem-Solving Model

E. You feel yourself getting

really upset.

Have them shoutout their answers.

 

A. Whenyourfeelings are hurt by someone’s actions or behaviors.

Answer2: Use the WWAformula |

N
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B. When you keep having the same argument over and over.

Answer 3: Look for the Hidden Issues behind the argument.

C. Whenyouare both havinga difficult time communicating aboutfacts or feelings.

Answer4: Use the Speaker/Listener Technique.

D. When youboth agree that you need to work on anissue.

Answer5: Use the Problem-Solving model.

E. When youfeel yourself getting really upset and angry.

Answer1: Use Time-Outs.

Trusted Adult Connection

 
e (PP) Trusted Adult Connection  

Trusted Adult Connection+ After completing the workbook activity, Communication Patterns:
* After completing the workbook activity,

Whatto Take, What to Change, on pgs. 44-45,talk to your CommunicationPotten:What oToe,Wo
leave on pages 44-45,talk to yaur TA about one

negative pattern you wantto leave behind.

| person about one negative pattern you want to leave behind.
| + Also, ask your TA to use the SpeakerListener

Technique with you to share your thoughts on one or

moreof the My Expectations from the workbook,
pages 6-9.

“* Talk to your TA about a hidden issue you may have and how you
 

might deal with it.
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Avoid Negative Starts: Be Gentle

Read the complaints below and come up with a better and gentler way to voicethis

complaintor raise this issue.

1. Your sister invites her friends over tonight to watch movies. You hate it when they leave

the room you share without bothering to clean up their mess. You don’t mind them being

in your room, but you wantthem to clean up.

HarshStart: | hate your friends. They're pigs! | don't want them coming over!

Gentler Start: |

2. You feel you and your partner are getting into a rut. You want to do more fun things

together on the weekends.

Harsh Start: You're no fun anymore! All you do is think about yourself.

| Gentler Start: |
|

3. When your baby’s grandma comesovertonight, you plan to tell her how much it hurts

you whenshecriticizes your parenting. You want your man, whois very defensive when

it comes to his mama,to back you up.

| Harsh Start: Your mamarunsall over you—youbaby!

Gentler Start:
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A
|

4. Yourbest friend is ignoring you ever since she started going with Jorgio. You wanther to
make some timefor you.

HarshStart: Ever since you started going with Jorgio, you just ignore everyone. He’s |

gonna dumpyou and you'll be sorry. We'll all be gone. |

Gentler Start:

5. Your best friend seems to make everything about her.

Harsh Start: Why is everything always about you? You aren't even my friend when you do

thingslike that! |
|
|

Gentler Start:

6. Someone you work with whohasbeen there less time than youis alwaystelling you how
to do yourjob. True, he sometimes has good suggestions, butit’s bugging thecrap outof

you that he’s giving you unneeded advice every day as though you don't know anything.

Harsh Start: Shut the up! | know how to do my work.

Gentler Start:
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| Problem-Solving Model |

FIRST,

discuss concerns—

try to understand each

other’s perspective.

Use the SpeakerListener 
Technique.

 
Write them downon paper.

| 1. Brainstorm all possible solutions
|
|

| No value judgments.
|

2. Process of elimination and compromise

Eliminate some, combine others

creatively until you find a solution you

| can both agreetotry.

  

3. Follow-up—is it working? |

Try it out and see how well it works. 10)

Tweakif needed. I9  
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